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The trends of clothing always change year after year, including evening dresses style. However,
there are always some classic cuts and styles withstand the test of time and remain popular in such
a changeable fashion world, which gives us a great classic look in so many yearsâ€™ formal gatherings.

Maybe the colors, embellishments and accessories vary a lot, while the basic design and cut of
classic evening gowns still look the same with the old time. The traditional and classic styles remind
us of the timeless elegance and endless beauty. The following are two classic and popular styles of
evening wear for you to shine the season 2012 when you decide to wear them to your special night.

Balls gowns definitely are the first choices for ladies in mediaeval period. There are known as the
full length and traditional formal attires and usually made out of tulle. Ladies like this style as it
flatters them perfectly. Designed with strapless or off the shoulder style, ball dresses express
extremely elegant and graceful. In order to give the long skirt a bouffant appearance, crinoline or
robust are used under the layers of tulle. So the style is quite formal in former times.

With the change of time, many things are different except the basic cut. Nowadays, a ball dress is
still one of the most popular styles for girls who take part in proms, wedding ceremonies and other
formal occasions. The style become more comfortable and free for ladies to walk and dance, and at
the same time, it still makes girls appear elegant and gorgeous.

Empire waist skirts enjoy a great popularity for a long time, which are long skirts with a high waist
just below the bust line. It is the style for girls who want to get a slender and taller look. It also a
good choice for ladies who have a little excess weight, especially nice for ladies who have pear
body figures. That is to say, this style helps to accent the upper body and cover problem part.

Full length evening gowns with empire waist are usually made out of light and soft fabric in order to
show a light appearance, such as silk and chiffon. So it is the right choice for girls attending some
free and modern occasions, such as proms, parties and cocktails. A floor length evening dress is
also a good option for evening gatherings. Now most empire waist attires are not so long that reach
to the floor and cover the shoes. Most modern styles fall at the ankles. However, they still remain
elegant and gorgeous for women who love them so much.

These two classic formal dresses remain popular now with new designs, so if you want to appear
classic and modern, elegant and free, just have a try. Good luck to you.
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Justting - About Author:
Perfectboutiques.com is a great online shop, which specializes in a Prom dresses, a cheap plus
size bridesmaid dresses, a Short Prom Dresses 2012 and other gowns for your special time. For
more information about latest styles, please visit our website.
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